Texas Productions Smoke Machine Hire Price List
August 2018.
Some of the Smoke Machines equipment we have for hire. If it's not on the list please ring us - we may have it!
Prices listed are for one day hire. Weekly hires are billed at 4 days for the week. Longer is cheaper.
Please call us if you need more information. 02.8925.7000 - we can probably help.
EQUIPMENT

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Smoke
Machines

PulsFog.

Exterior foggers (sometimes called Swingfog) for small to large
coverage.
Australian Agent for pulsFOG - sales, hire, parts, etc. This is the
machine for big exterior smoke effects.
Ambient studio diffusion fogger - 3 phase power required.
Superior hang time - up to 4 hours without re-fill, fills stadiums and
huge studios.
Long lasting atmospheric effect, creates that beautiful haze that gives
the perfect shaft of light. Fluid passes O.S.H.A. requirements.
Large low-lying fog effects, 3-phase machine. (Dry ice must be
purchased separately). Variable speed fan forced for multiple effects.
Steam effects also.
Super clean ambient fogger, uses no heat, instant "on", no throat or
eye irritation.
O.S.H.A health passes on fluid. Long lasting atmospheric effect,
creates that beautiful haze that gives the perfect shaft of light.
Medium/large. State of the art interior smoke machine adjustable
output.
Non-toxic smoke fluid (Department of Industrial Relations Health
Division test papers available on request)
Co2 low fog attachment available for above (dry ice type effect.)
Large State of the art interior smoke machine, adjustable output,
DMX. Dual heater. Non-toxic smoke fluid (Department of Industrial
Relations Health Division test papers available on request)
Small interior smoke machine with remote.
Water based Rosco fluid. 240v operation. Fast heat time, easy to
use.
Powerful, small, propane fuel outdoor foggers- little rippers!

3 Phase
Cracker Fogger

3 Phase Dry ice
(& Steam)
Machine
DF50 Fogger

G150 Smoke
machine

JEM ZR22
Smoke machine
Rosco 1500 &
Chauvet 700
Smoke machine
Green Meanie
Smoke machine
Jungle Fogger
Colt 4 Turbo
ICE1000
Low Lying Fog

Smoke machine
Fluids.

Powerful, small, propane and MAP gas outdoor foggers.
Powerful 240v fogger - can be used unplugged. Interior & Exterior.
As used by the Australian Armed Forces. Variable output.
Medium Low lying Fog generator. Single phase. Use with regular bag
ice from Service station etc. Easier to use than Dry Ice machines for
a similar Low Fog effect. Has hand held remote controller. DMX
compatible.
Rosco, Jem, Martin and Lite-Attack in various sizes.

PRICE per
DAY.
165.00

242.00

165.00

176.00

121.00

121.00

88.00

88.00
88.00
88.00
121.00

various

Please call us if you need anything else that is not on this list. We may have it, or after 30 years in the industry we
probably know were to send you.
Please also go to the website www.texasproductions.com.au for more comprehensive item descriptions and photos.
Hours:
8am until 6pm Monday to Friday.
We understand the elastic nature of the film industry and are happy to help you out before or after hours. If you have an
emergency please feel free to call Paul or Karen for help. We only live minutes from the business premises.

Texas Productions
11 / 78 Reserve Road, Artarmon, NSW, 2064, Australia.
Phone: 02.8925.7000
Paul’s Mobile: 0418.415.129
Karen’s Mobile: 0416.236.524
whoever@texasproductions.com.au

